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Abstract
Despite the high prevalence and the enormous impact the uterine fibroids has on the healthcare system and the
economy, there is no effective medical treatment available to eliminate fibroids. This is due in part to the fact that very
little is known about their pathophysiology; in order to look for and potentially find treatments capable of eliminating
fibroids; we must gain a deep understanding of the mechanisms behind their initiation, stimulation and growth. In this
article, we comprehensively review current knowledge of the pathogenesis of uterine fibroids, with the aim of better
understanding their origin, as well as discussing the action of already existing medical treatments in order to highlight
ways that potential future therapies may be able to target the disease.
A literature search was performed in PubMed to find articles related to the etiopathogenesis of fibroids and their
treatments.
Myomas comprise areas of disordered smooth muscle fascicles characterized by an excess of a cellular
extracellular matrix (ECM) with a deregulated phenotype. Although the initial event is believed to be smooth muscle
cell proliferation, it is thought that a complex signalling system is also necessary. Non-hormonal factors may be
responsible for initiating the development of uterine fibroids, although hormonal stimulation is an essential factor for
their growth.
Recent studies have confirmed that the different cell types contained in fibroids are all clonally derived from a
parental cell with implied multipotent stem cell properties.
Ethnicity also strongly influences the development and clinical severity of fibroids.
Many Growth factors and their respective receptors have been implicated in fibroid growth.
The available evidence continues to reinforce the importance of progesterone in the development of fibroids.
The Ulipristal Acetate mediated volume reduction is due to a series of multifactorial and successive events that
lead to a low proliferation rate.
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Introduction
Uterine fibroids continue to be one of the most common benign
uterine tumor types and the most common condition requiring
hysterectomy. In the United States, uterine fibroids are the main
indication for gynaecological surgery and result in approximately
600,000 hysterectomies and 60,000 myomectomies per year [1].
Nonetheless, the incidence of fibroids in the general population remains
unknown, although the literature estimates prevalence between 20 and
40% in women aged over 30 years.
The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)
uterine fibroid study, performed by ultrasound screening of a randomly
selected sample of participants, provided data on the cumulative
incidence of fibroids [2]. It documented that black women are more
likely than white women to have uterine fibroids, were younger at
diagnosis (33 vs. 36 years) and that they also have a proportionally
higher number of new diagnoses during screening (59% vs. 43%),
resulting in more hysterectomies for fibroids being performed in black
women. This study also suggests that more than 80% of black women
and about 70% of white women develop uterine fibroids during their
forties [1,2]. Interestingly, fibroids also appear to be more common in
the United States than in Europe.
In a study by Cardozo et al. [3], published in 2012, data on the
monetary cost of fibroids in a population aged etween 25 and 54 years
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of age in the United States were collected together from previous
studies, in order to estimate their annual cost to society. Of this total,
surgical management contributed to between $829 million and $4.2
billion, while medical management had cost between $3.27 and $5.1
billion in 2010. The total cost to the health system during this time was
$5.89 to $34.37 billion per year, is higher than the cost derived from
breast, colon or ovarian cancer and is about one-fifth of the annual cost
of diabetes [3]. Moreover, uterine fibroids are clinically apparent in 25%
of women and their impact on quality of life is substantial. Attributable
symptoms can be classified into three categories: abnormal uterine
bleeding, pelvic pain or pressure and fertility disorders.
Despite the high prevalence and the enormous impact this disease
has on the healthcare system and the economy, there is no effective
medical treatment available to eliminate fibroids. This is due in part to
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the fact that very little is known about their pathophysiology; in order to
look for and potentially find treatments capable of eliminating fibroids;
we must gain a deep understanding of the mechanisms behind their
initiation, stimulation and growth. In this article, we comprehensively
review current knowledge of the pathogenesis of uterine fibroids, with
the aim of better understanding their origin, as well as discussing the
action of already existing medical treatments in order to highlight ways
that potential future therapies may be able to target the disease.

Methods
A literature search was performed in PubMed to find reviews
and scientific articles related to the etiopathogenesis of uterine
fibroids and their most commonly used medical treatments, using the
following Boolean search terms: (fibroids[All Fields] AND molecular
mechanisms[All Fields]); (fibroids[All Fields] AND pathogenesis[All
Fields]); (fibroids[All Fields] AND signalling pathways[All Fields]);
(fibroids[All Fields] AND signalling pathways[All Fields]);
(fibroids[All Fields] AND vitamin D[All Fields]); (fibroids[All Fields]
AND genetics[All Fields]); (fibroids[All Fields] AND progesterone[All
Fields]); (fibroids[All Fields] AND united states incidence[All Fields]);
(fibroids[All Fields] AND management[All Fields]); (fibroids[All
Fields] AND ulipristal acetate[All Fields]); (fibroids[All Fields] AND
GnRH analogs [All Fields]).
Only articles or reviews published in English were selected. This
search yielded 8545 papers. After eliminating duplicates, two of the
team members (FR and CP) screened the titles of these manuscripts to
eliminate 5632 more because they were not clearly related to the topics
of interest, thus, reducing the number to 1409 potential papers. The
same team members then read the abstracts of these papers to remove
another 1195 non-eligible articles. Subsequently all of the remaining
texts were read and any that were similar to each other but had a lower
impact factor or were of lower quality were eliminated. Finally, after
careful study of each of the selected papers, we also read other relevant
manuscripts cited in them, to eventually include a total of 197 articles
in this qualitative synthesis.

Pathogenesis: The Origin and Growth of Myomas
Myomas comprise areas of disordered smooth muscle fascicles
characterized by an excess of acellular extracellular matrix (ECM)
with a deregulated phenotype [1]. They have abundant eosinophilic
cytoplasm and nuclei with a uniform size, shape and chromic staining
characteristics; the ECM is usually more abundant in fibroids. Although
the initial event is believed to be smooth muscle cell proliferation, it
is thought that a complex signalling system is also necessary. Thus,
there are at least two components in the development of fibroids: the
transformation of normal myocytes into abnormal myocytes and their
growth into clinically-apparent tumors [4]. The former is a relatively
frequent process because the prevalence of microscopic myomas is high,
the latter, i.e. further growth, depends on clonal cellular expansion.
There are a variety of subgroups of chromosomes that can be involved
and so myomas should be viewed as a common phenotype resulting
from different genetic events.
Some studies support the hypothesis that repeated myometrial
damage and repair could predispose women to the formation of fibroids
[5]. As such, non- hormonal factors may be responsible for initiating
the development of uterine fibroids, although hormonal stimulation is
an essential factor for their growth [6]. Chronic inflammation may also
be a primer for the condition, because increased vascularization and
vascular permeability, as well as fibroblast proliferation, are common
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inflammatory reactions which are also important in the formation of
fibroids [7].
The growth rate of myomas in the uterus is not associated with
their location or size and progression or regression can occur under
the same hormonal conditions. However, whether different etiologies
arise depending on the location of the fibroid (e.g. submucosal fibroids
harbor fewer chromosomal abnormalities than the intramural or
subserosal), remains controversial. In clinical practice, these different
types of fibroids can be considered different manifestations of the
same disease which differ in symptomatology and in treatment.
Thus, submucosal lesions generally respond better to treatment with
gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) analogs and can be excised
hysteroscopically.
Many studies assert that the development of fibroids is related to
hormonal status: fibroids do not appear in prepubescent women and
rarely do so after menopause. In fact, epidemiological studies suggest
that there is a lower prevalence in multiparous women and in those
who had a late menarche [8]. In addition, research suggests that fibroids
develop and/or become more symptomatic in women taking hormone
replacement therapy (HRT) at menopause. During pregnancy, despite
the presence of high levels of sex steroid hormones, fibroids decrease
in size and may become undetectable on postpartum ultrasounds [9].
Another study showed that long-term contraceptive use also decreases
risk [4]. Hence, although hormone concentrations are high in both
these aforementioned situations, their lower associated risk means that
factors other than hormonal concentrations are likely to be important
in the development of this disease [10].

Cellular Origin of Fibroids: Candidate Cells for the
Development and Growth of Fibroids
Human uterine fibroids are clonal in origin, as confirmed by studying
the inactivation of heterozygous-status alleles on the X chromosome
[11]. Additionally, recent studies have confirmed that the different cell
types contained in fibroids (mainly smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts)
are all clonally derived from a parental cell with implied multipotent
stem cell properties [12]. The uterus is highly plastic and has a high
regenerative capacity both during menstrual cycles and pregnancy,
which supports the presence of uterine stem cells. Indeed, one study
estimated that approximately 3% of human myometrial cells have stem
cell-like properties; these cells were CD34 positive and CD45, CD106,
vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 1 (VEGF R1) and antigenassociated factor VII negative. Moreover, 98% of these myometrial cells
had a G0 status typical of quiescent stem cells and could grow in vitro in
hypoxic conditions, another stem cell hallmark [13].
Stem cells from myomas, but not from the myometrium, carry
mediator complex subunit 12 (MED12) mutations, meaning that
at least one genetic alteration might permit myometrial stem cell
transformation into myoma progenitor cells. Furthermore, it has
been suggested that uterine hypoxia, aberrant methylation, genetic
mutations and abnormal estrogen signaling may play a critical role in
the transformation of myometrial stem cells into myomas [14]. Tumors
derived from myoma progenitor cells have much higher proliferation
rates than those that do not contain these cells. Furthermore, these cells
appear to be deficient in estrogen and progesterone receptors (PRs), but
have tumorigenic properties when stimulated with these hormones.
Fibroid progenitor cells require mature myoma or myometrial cells in
order to grow and proliferate [14].
One theory posits that menstrual damage could lead to an abnormal
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inflammatory response; for instance, myometrial contractions during
menstrual bleeding may induce ischemic damage or damage arising
from reperfusion after ischemia in myometrial smooth muscle cells
and these cells could be candidates for uterine fibroid progenitor cells.
In support of this hypothesis, the presence of cells positive for apoptotic
markers, p53 and p21 is limited to the follicular phase of the menstrual
cycle, whereas proliferative Ki-67 positive cells are mainly observed
in the luteal phase. These studies suggest that most damaged cells
(apoptotic cells or cells in cell-cycle arrest) are eliminated during the
follicular phase but that some of them may survive, acquire mechanisms
which protect them against oxidative stress and apoptosis and become
uterine fibroid precursor or progenitor cells [15,16].

Role of Genetics in the Development of Fibroids
Despite their benign nature, approximately 40-50% of fibroids
contain chromosomal, karyotypic and cytogenetic abnormalities that
are not random or tumor specific [16-20]. On the other hand, 50%
have a normal karyotype and so other pathogenic mechanisms must
exist [18,20]. Recent studies have sequenced the complete genome and
gene expression profile of human uterine fibroids, to identify many
different genes and chromosomes associated with their presence [21].
Importantly, cytogenetic analysis indicates that individual fibroids
are likely clonally derived from an original tumor [17]. Moreover, the
demonstration of mosaicisms in clonal-origin myomas also supports
the hypothesis that chromosomal instability plays a secondary role
during fibroid growth. Myomas with a normal karyotype are usually
smaller than those with chromosomal abnormalities [22] and the
absence of cell mosaicism often produces larger myomas than those
with mosaicisms [18].
Clinical and observational studies have shown that genetic or
chromosomal alterations play a significant role in the development
of uterine fibroids and family and twin studies support this fact: firstdegree relatives of women with fibroids have a higher risk of developing
fibroids [23] and there is more concordance in the development of
myomas in monozygotic twins than dizygotic twins [24]. Importantly,
the presence of fibroids is also more common in several genetic
syndromes in which the development of smooth muscle tumors is
characteristic, such as in Alport Syndrome [25,26].

Epigenetic Factors
Epigenetic factors are heritable changes in the expression of genes
that are not encoded in the DNA sequence [16].

DNA methylation
The results obtained so far are disparate and indicate a possible
functional role for DNA promoter methylation in silencing genes
involved in the pathogenesis of uterine fibroids [16].

microRNA
microRNAs are stable, non-coding, single-strand RNA pairs that
are approximately 22 nucleotides long which regulate gene expression
through gene silencing. This post-transcriptional regulation seems to
play a significant role in multiple female reproductive system pathologies.
For example the expression of several microRNAs (including let7, miR21, miR-93, MiR-106b and miR-200) and their target genes are altered
in uterine fibroids and adjacent myometrium [16,27-29]. It is currently
thought that the initial event in the de novo formation of uterine
myometrial fibroids is simple genetic alterations which cause the
formation of complexes of multiple chromosomal breaks and random
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rearrangements [30]. However, whether the underlying mechanism is
hereditary, acquired or a complex combination of congenital alterations
and acquired cellular mutations remains unknown [31].
MicroRNA expression appears to strongly depend on
epidemiological features such as myoma size and ethnicity: e.g. fibroids
from African-American women have a distinct microRNA expression
profile compared to Caucasian women [32]. It is possible that differential
microRNA expression could be used in future applications as diagnostic
biomarkers for differentially diagnosing myomas and leiomyosarcomas
[33]. The identification of microRNA biomarkers could also help to
guide the development of effective long-term treatments to prevent the
progression of the disease or to predict individual responses to different
treatments [33].
Finally, the expression of microRNAs and RNAs shows an inverse
association pattern, thus implicating multiple pathways, including cell
proliferation control, mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) and
transforming growth factor (TGF)-B and Wnts, among others.

Cytogenetic aberrations in fibroids
The genes most frequently involved in the genesis of fibroids are
(MED12) and high mobility group AT-hook 2 (HMGA2).

Mediator complex subunit 12 and its interacting proteins
MED12 is a component of the regulatory complex that has a
role in regulating RNA polymerase II [32]. MED12 is located on the
X chromosome and up to 70% of the fibroids found in two separate
cohorts of Finnish and South African women contain a MED12
mutation. It also appears that mutations in exon 2 of MED12 are
particularly prevalent in fibroids, although this mutation is also found
in 11% of muscle tumors with an uncertain malignancy status and
in 20% of uterine leiomyosarcomas [1,16]. MED12 plays a role both
in activation and transcriptional repression of many developmental
mechanisms [16].
MED12 mutation in fibroids is mostly associated with normal
tumor karyotype, however, it remains to be seen whether this mutation
leads to the development or growth of myomas; it is known to be
associated with the presence of smaller tumors, suggesting that MED12
dysfunction leads to a generally inhibitory effect on gene expression
[34]. This was also confirmed in vitro, where cultured myomatous cells
harboring a MED12 mutation tended to stop proliferating after a few
cycles. MED12 inactivation results in TGF-B stimulation, correlating
with the 3-fold higher expression of TGF-B found in leiomyomas
compared to the myometrium [30]. TGF-B affects genes which produce
collagen proteins and therefore also plays a role in ECM formation [31].

Translocation
RAD5IB

t(12;14)

(q14-15;q23-24),

HMGA2

and

About 20% of myomas with abnormal karyotypes have
translocations between chromosomes 12 and 14, t(12;14) (q1415;q23-24) [35]; HMGA2 on chromosome 12 is a target gene and
RAD5IB on chromosome 14 is its most common translocation
partner [36,37]. HMGs are proteins that act as regulatory
transcriptional factors and are involved in several important cellular
processes such as growth, proliferation, differentiation and cell death.
High-mobility group AT-hook 2 (HMGA2) is frequently expressed
in uterine fibroids with 12q15 chromosomal rearrangements; it is
one of the target genes of the let-7 family of microRNAs and is often
suppressed in vitro by let-7 [1,16,38].
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Cumulative evidence indicates that HMGA2 plays an essential role
in stem cell renewal and functions as a proto-oncogene [19,39]. HMGA2
is highly expressed during embryonic development, although it is also
found in a wide variety of benign and malignant tumors. Moreover,
this gene is overexpressed in myomas containing the t(12;14) (q1415;q23-24) mutation [40] whose presence is associated with increased
fibroid size [18]. HMGA2 protein overexpression and let-7 microRNA
under expression was observed in fibroids larger than 10 cm compared
to those less than 3 cm. Moreover, the introduction of let-7 microRNA
in cultures of cells from these large myomas (with relative HMGA2
overexpression) resulted in a reduction of HMGA2 protein. However,
it is hard to imagine that in vivo regulation of HMGA2 by let-7 has a
specific functional role in fibroids or is the only factor contributing to
tumor genesis and growth [11,31].
Despite advances, it is unclear why the t(12;14)(q14-15;q23-24)
translocation is the most frequent cytogenetic aberration found in
fibroids or why it is associated with increased fibroid size. One hypothesis
is that this translocation does not represent a mere side effect, but that
rather, it is an important causal factor in the development of fibroids, for
example, by its induction of b-FGF mRNA expression [41]. Similarly,
the RAD5I recombinase is essential for double-stranded DNA repair
and homologous recombination during meiosis. Hence, alteration of
RAD5I is more likely to be a cause rather than an effect of chromosomal
alterations and the fusion protein resulting from the translocation of
this gene (RAD5I-HMGA2) does not represent the pathophysiological
mechanism causing the development of fibroids [37].

Ethnic/racial differences in fibroid biology
Ethnicity also strongly influences the development and clinical
severity of fibroids. Multiple studies have shown that African-American
women are more likely to develop fibroids and that these develop at
a younger age, in greater number, are larger and more symptomatic
(more severe) and are more likely to be treated by hysterectomy in this
racial group compared to Caucasian women [2,42-46]. This may be due
to a combination of specific genetic factors and environmental factors
that are not independent risk factors, but its etiology still remains to be
fully explored (Figure 1 and Table 1).

Figure 1: Ethnic/racial differences in fibroid biology.
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Racial differences
African American Women and Fibroids
• More likely to develop fibroids
• At younger age
• In greater number
• Larger
• More symptomatic (more severe)
• More chances of hysterectomy
• Vitamin D deficiency is 10 times higher
Marshall LM et at., 1997; Nesby-O’Dell et al 2002; Baird et al., 2003; Moorman et
al., 2013; Baird et al.,2013; Marsh et al., 2013; Mitro et al., 2015.
Table 1: Summary racial differences.

Differences at the genetic level: Catechol-O-methyltransferase
expression
Increased aromatase activity and cytoplasmic carbonic anhydrase
(CAIII) gene expression have been observed in rapidly growing
fibroids in African-American women. Hence, the fibroids common
in this population are thought to comprise cells adapted to survive in
acidic and hypoxic environments and which are resistant to apoptosis
pathways [6,47,48]. In addition, other studies have reported a role for
ethnicity-associated polymorphisms in the alpha estrogen receptor
(ESR1) gene, as well as for significantly higher increased catechol-Omethyltransferase (COMT) Val/Val genotype activity in myomatous
tissue compared to surrounding myometrial tissue, in AfricanAmerican women, the latter being associated with a 2.5-fold increased
risk of developing fibroids [49]. In particular, one COMT allele (Vall58)
produces a highly active protein and is commonly found in AfricanAmerican women. The COMT enzyme is essential for estrogenic
metabolism and thus, may cause or be involved in the formation of
fibroids. Indeed, a recent Meta-analysis confirmed the association
between specific COMT polymorphisms and uterine fibroids [50].

Vitamin D
It is still not known if vitamin D is a risk factor which contributes
to the racial differences in fibroid presentations. The prevalence of
vitamin D deficiency is 10 times higher in African-American women
than in Caucasian women [51] and several recent epidemiological
studies have suggested an inverse relationship exists between serum
25-hydroxycholecalciferol (vitamin D) levels and the prevalence
of uterine fibroids, both in black and white women [43,52,53]. This
relationship is also found among infertile women with vitamin D
deficiency and among those taking some types of treatments for
symptomatic fibroids [43,52,53]. Dark-skinned women are more likely
to have vitamin D deficiency because of the higher concentration of
melanin contained in their skin — the prevalence is 80% in nonHispanic black women vs. 20% in white women [54]. Therefore,
several studies have shown a significant inverse relationship between
serum vitamin D levels and fibroid severity in African-American
women: the lower the vitamin D level, the greater the fibroid severity
[43,52,55].
Vitamin D treatment has been shown to inhibit myometrial cell
growth in vivo and to decrease the size of myomas in the Eker rat
model. The anti-proliferative effect of vitamin D in myomas in vivo is
caused by modulation of COMT expression and protein activity [5659]. At the cellular level, in vitro treatment of fibroids with biologicallyactive vitamin D (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3) inhibits their cell growth.
Correspondingly, myoma cells express lower levels of vitamin D
receptors (60% of cells) with respect to the adjacent myometrium [5861]. This may be caused by the loss of vitamin D function, caused by its
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deficiency and lower vitamin D receptor expression and might be an
important risk factor for fibroid presentation [55].

with the activation of ERK in myoma cells, while in myometrial cells it
diminishes phosphorylated ERK [67,68].

However, in contrast to the above, the relationship between
vitamin D and uterine fibroids was not observed in an important study
based on the NHANES (National Health and Nutrition Examination
Survey) population. Population-adjusted analyzes in premenopausal
population, which included women of all races and ethnicities, failed
to find a consistent association between vitamin D and the presence
of fibroids. Thus, it differed to the previous studies because fibroids
were diagnosed solely by ultrasound and so both symptomatic and
asymptomatic women were included. However, those with very
small fibroids were excluded because they were not identified by the
ultrasound. In addition, this study cohort was less varied and more
homogeneous in terms of access to healthcare resources [46].

PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway: There is recent evidence that aberrant
PI3K/Akt/mTOR signaling in fibroids plays a role in fibroid pathophysiology.
Individual role of growth factors in the pathophysiology of fibroids
epidermal growth factor and platelet-derived growth factor. Epidermal
growth factor (EGF) enhances DNA synthesis and polyploidization in
myoma cells through transient activation of the EGFR-MAPK (mitogen
activated protein kinase) pathway. Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF)
stimulates DNA and protein synthesis, increases the expression of collagen
a1 and PCNA, activates the MAPK pathway and also modulates cell
proliferation in the myometrium and in myoma cells. This suggests that it
contributes not only to proliferation but also to the excessive deposition of
ECM in fibroids [69-72].

Vitamin D3 inhibits growth and induces apoptosis in cultures of
human myomatous cells by downregulating proliferating cell nuclear
antigen (PCNA), CDk1 and BCL-2 and suppressing COMT expression
and activity [58]. In addition, vitamin D suppresses the role TGF-B plays
in the process of fibrosis formation in human myomatous cells [61]. More
than 60% of myomatous tissue analyzed expresses low levels of vitamin D
receptors compared to adjacent normal myometrial tissue [61]. In addition,
in vivo treatment of cells with vitamin D3 induces the expression of vitamin
D receptors in a concentration-dependent manner. Vitamin D reduces
the abnormal expression of smooth muscle fibers in human myomatous
cells, as well as reducing the expression of sex steroid receptors in a
concentration-dependent manner in myoma cells [62]. Taken together, the
findings of these in vivo and in vitro studies suggest that vitamin D should
be considered an effective, safe, non-surgical and long-term therapeutic
option for medically treating fibroids [55].

Transforming growth factor B: There is evidence demonstrating
the role of alterations in transforming growth factor B (TGF-B) signaling
in the growth and development of uterine fibroids, which show a more
than 5-fold increase than in myometrial TGF- B expression. It has a
bimodal effect on cell proliferation and induces the expression of genes
related to ECM production (and reduces the expression of genes whose
proteins degrade ECM). TGF-B also activates the MAPK pathway and
in small amounts, increases cell proliferation by stimulating autocrine
secretion of PDGF [71].

Growth Factors
Growth factors (GFs) are proteins or peptides, which are produced
locally by smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts and interact in various
cellular events such as proliferation, extracellular matrix synthesis and
angiogenesis, all of which are important for fibroid growth [16]. Many
GFs and their respective receptors have been implicated in fibroid
growth, including heparin-binding epidermal GF-like GF (EGF),
platelet-derived GF (PDGF), insulin-like GF (IGF), transforming GFs a
and b (TGF-a and TGF-b), vascular endothelial GF (VEGF), fibroblast
GF (FGF) and basic FGF [63].

Growth factor receptors
Receptor tyrosine kinases: Receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs)
are surface GF receptors. They are play important roles in regulating
processes like proliferation, differentiation and metabolism. Several
types of RTKs are overexpressed in fibroids and most of them are overphosphorylated compared to normal myometrium. Moreover, estrogen
expression causes an increase in expression of GFs and their related
RTKs in fibroids which thus, represent intermediate effectors for the
effects of sex steroids on fibroids [64,65].

Growth factor signalling pathways
The Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK pathway: This signaling pathway
regulates several critical processes, including cell proliferation and
survival [66]. There is a complex and bidirectional interaction between
steroids and the Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK pathway: estrogens can induce
ERK pathway activation and GFs are able to modulate the steroid
hormone response through the effects of ERK on the transcriptional
activity of steroid receptors. Rapid 17B-estradiol signaling is associated
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Myomas have altered TGF signaling pathways and are refractory
to the antiproliferative effects of TGF-B1 and B3 that are seen in normal
myometrium. The presence of TGF-B neutralizing antibodies decreases
collagen type I and III levels in myomas and myometrial cells and TGF-B3
induces the secretion of fibronectin by myomatous cells and stimulates cell
proliferation both in myometrial and myomatous cells [73,74]. Drugs such
as GnRH agonists (GnRHas) and asoprisnil interact with these GFs. For
example, asoprisnil inhibits proliferation and induces myoma cell apoptosis
and decreases the expression of EGF, IGF1 and TGF-b mRNA and proteins
in fibroids but not in the myometrium. Therefore, it is believed that the
therapeutic effect of this drug is mediated via downregulation of the
expression of these GF in fibroids [75,76].
Insulin-like growth factor I: IGF1 is mitogenic and increases the
proliferation of myoma cells by activating the MAPK pathway. It plays
a crucial role in the formation of fibroids by stimulating Bcl-2 protein
expression in myomatous cells. Both IGF2 and IGF1 transcript mRNA
levels are increased in fibroids but only IGF2 protein levels concurrently
increase in these cells. Moreover, IGF1 and p-AKT overexpression
correlates with myoma size; IGF1 signaling appears to be regulated by
estrogens [59,77,78].
Vascular endothelial growth factor: VEGF-A is significantly
overexpressed in myomatous tissue compared to adjacent myometrial
cells and this GF is required for myoma growth in in vivo xenografts.
It may represent a therapeutic target for fibroid treatment and its
expression decreases upon treatment with selective PR modulators
[79-81].
Cytokines: Cytokines are low molecular-weight proteins produced
by immune system cells [82]. Interleukins 11 and 13 are the most
relevant in the context of fibroid pathogenesis: they are overexpressed
in myomas compared to the myometrium and serve as key regulators
in subepitelial fibrosis, particularly by interacting with TGF-B [83,84].
There are significant differences in the interleukin IL-Iâ and IL12 â-receptor polymorphisms found in women with a diagnosis of
pathological myomas versus controls [85,86].
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Extracellular matrix components: Myomas are characterized by
qualitative and quantitative abnormalities in ECM components (which
account for most of the tumor volume and symptomology), including
collagen, fibronectin and proteoglycans [16]. Not only is their production
excessive, it is also unordered and has an altered composition compared
to that of healthy tissues. Myomas contain 50% more ECM than the
myometrium and can serve as a reservoir for the GFs, cytokines,
inflammatory and angiogenic mediators and proteases produced by
these altered cells [87]. Collagens are the major component of the ECM
[88]; fibroids have an abnormal fibroblast structure and orientation,
overexpress type I and III collagen mRNA and increased levels of type
I and V collagen proteins compared to the adjacent myometrium [32].
Furthermore, fibroid growth can be partially mediated via autocrine
and paracrine mechanisms. Tumor-derived fibroblasts and myoma cells
promote the synthesis of GFs and activate signaling pathways which are
important in cell proliferation and the production of ECM components.
In addition, ECM directly stimulates intercellular signaling: the
abnormal composition, structure, fluid content and stiffness of the
tumor, causes an increase in tissue tension (mechanical stress). In turn,
this increase in voltage and shock induces mechanical signals that are
transmitted from the collagen and other ECM fibers to intracellular
components via transmembrane receptors. This complex signaling
pathway induces alterations in cell and cytoskeletal shape, changes
ECM stiffness and may contribute to increased cell growth [32,59,89].
Dermatopontin and proteoglycans are found in fibroids and keloids
and both share epidemiological characteristics: the first is seen in lesser
amounts than in the myometrium while the second is more in the normal
myometrium [89,90]. Fibronectin is a glycoprotein that binds collagen
to integrins, but there is disagreement on how much is expressed in the
myometrium. However, TGF-B3 has been shown to induce the expression
of fibronectin in myomatous cells and directly stimulates cell proliferation
of myoma and myometrial cells in culture [91].

Other signaling pathways
Wnt/â-catenin: Myomas with MED12 mutations overexpress Wnt
(wingless-type) family proteins including Wnt14. On the one hand,
wnt/â-catenin signaling mediates an interaction between myomatous
stem cells (representing 1% of tumor cells) and mature myomatous
cells that promote tumor growth. On the other hand, estrogens and
progesterone induce Wnt 11 and 16 expressions in mature myomatous
cells which, through paracrine effects, lead to nuclear translocation
of â-catenin in stem cells and subsequent transcription of their target
genes, including AXIN2 and thus results in stem cell proliferation.
Therefore, estrogens and progesterone induce proliferation in fibroids
which is modulated, in part, through Wnt expression in mature cells
and their paracrine effect on â-catenin signaling in stem cells [92-94].
Retinoic acid: Retinoic acid (RA), the active metabolite of vitamin
A (retinol), is involved in various biological functions, especially
those related to growth and development. Myoma cells are retinoid
responders because they can develop receptors involved in RA signaling
and all-trans retinoic acids inhibit their proliferation. As compared to
the myometrium, myomatous cells express several genes coding for
enzymes and RA signaling pathway receptors. Moreover, treatment
with LGD1069, a retinoid X receptor-selective ligand, reduces the size
of myomas in the Eker rat animal model [95,96].
Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors: Peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor upsilon (PPARϒ) signaling inhibits
myoma growth by modulating estrogen signaling, thus, PPAR
signaling may modulate myoma growth and could represent a potential
therapeutic target [96].

Hormones: Progesterone and estrogen
To date, the true functional role of estrogen and progesterone in the
biology of fibroids is still not fully understood (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Functional role of estrogen and progesterone in the biology of fibroids.
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Estrogens: Estrogens have long been implicated in fibroid
pathophysiology because of their ubiquitous presence in women during
reproductive-life stages, their absence before puberty and substantial
reduction after menopause. In addition, fibroids treated with GnRHas
(which are known to suppress estrogen production) decrease in
size [6,59,97,98]. Several groups found increased levels of estrogen
receptor alpha and beta (ERa and ERb) mRNA and protein in myomas
compared to normal myometrium [47,99,100], although recent studies
were unable to replicate these findings [16,101].
Estrogens can alter the expression of many genes, including
c-fos, c-jun and IGF1. Their cellular effects are mediated through two
pathways: modulation of transcriptional activity (mainly through
nuclear receptors) and rapid signal translation (usually membrane
mediated), although both receptors can function in both ways [102].
Some authors suggest that estrogens can maintain PR levels and thus,
that progesterone promotes fibroid growth through its receptor [103].
Importantly, estrogens can also decrease tumor suppressor protein
(p53) expression in myomatous cell cultures, which may play a role
in stimulating myoma growth [104]. Similarly, estrogens might also
promote myoma cell proliferation by regulating GFs (e.g. they stimulate
PDGF expression) and signaling pathways, for example, by inhibiting
activin and myostatin expression [16,105,106].
Fibroids overexpress estrogen and GPR30 receptors [107]
which are more frequently phosphorylated in myomas than in the
myometrium. Therefore, these phosphorylated receptors (perhaps
regulated through rapid but aberrant p44/42 MAPK signaling)
might have an important role in leiomyoma development [108].
Human smooth muscle and uterine fibroid cell proliferation is dosedependently stimulated by 17â-estradiol, which may be sensitive to
inhibition by rapamycin or LY294002 (a phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase
[PI3K] inhibitor); this means that estrogens exert their pro-mitogenic
effect via transcriptional mechanisms [109,110] which could perhaps
be exploited therapeutically.
Nevertheless, a recent meta-analysis concludes that there is
currently insufficient evidence to show whether selective estrogen
receptor modulators can truly reduce tumor size or have any clinical
benefits [1,111]. Even so, several therapeutic options aim to reduce
myoma size by decreasing estrogen levels (e.g. GnRHas, aromatase
inhibitors and selective estrogen receptor modulators). However,
these protocols are of limited use because of the unwanted side effects
produced by the resulting hypoestrogenism. Another potential future
therapeutic option is the use of adenoviruses to confer a predominantly
negative state onto estrogen receptor genes which may inhibit myoma
growth [59].
Aromatases, estrogens and estrogen receptors: Fibroids contain
significantly higher levels of 17B-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase
(17B-HSD) type I and aromatase enzyme than the adjacent
myometrium. In vitro, the addition of androstenedione to myomatous
cell cultures allows estrone production which is then converted to
estradiol via 17B-HSD. When androstenedione is added to these
cultures, cell proliferation increases in a similar way to the addition
of estradiol, but addition of aromatase inhibitors decreases this
proliferation. Thus, it is likely that aromatase is required for fibroids to
produce sufficient estrogens to be able to autonomously sustain their
own growth [112,113].
Progesterone: The weight of available evidence continues to
reinforce the importance of progesterone in the development of
fibroids [59]. Although estrogens were originally implicated as the
J Tumor Res, an open access journalISSN: JTR

primary stimulus in fibroid growth, clinical studies and mouse models
have shown that progesterone is necessary for estrogen- related fibroid
growth, suggesting that estrogens are required, but not sufficient, to
stimulate fibroid proliferation [114,115]. In addition to the alterations
both of these steroids induce, they also interact with each other:
estradiol induces the expression of PRs in myomatous cells [59,115].
There is also evidence that progesterone interacts with GFs, which
may influence fibroid growth: surprisingly, progesterone inhibits
IGF1 expression in myomatous cells and increases expression of cell
proliferation regulatory genes, including PCNA, EGF and TGF-B3
[116-118]. It also stimulates apoptosis regulator B-cell lymphoma (Bcl2) protein expression while decreasing tumor necrosis factor alpha
(TNF-a) expression. Furthermore, progesterone can rapidly activate
the AKT oncogene pathway in fibroid cells, inducing cell proliferation
[16,118-121]. In addition, proliferation markers such as Ki67 and PCNA
are increased in luteal or secretory-phase in myomas, which express
higher levels of progesterone [122-124]. Further to this, clinical studies
have shown that the quantitative proliferation rates of fibroid cells is
significantly higher in postmenopausal women receiving combined
estrogen and progesterone hormone replacement therapy (HRT) rather
than estrogen alone or no HRT [115,124]. Similarly, fibroid size tends
to increase during the first 10 weeks of pregnancy when progesterone
levels are elevated [125,126], but does not significantly change size
between second and third trimester when they stabilize and reduce.
Taken together, current evidence for the role of progesterone in
fibroid biology is contradictory. However, these data, coupled with the
fact that many fibroids are clonal and can have different growth patterns
in the same uterus, suggest that both local and cellular mechanisms play
key roles in the development and growth of fibroids [9,127].
Progesterone receptors: Similar to estrogen, progesterone is
generally considered to render its effects via both its progesterone
receptor (PGR) gene isoforms, PR-A and PR-B, which belong to the
family of ligand-activated transcription factors and share structural
and functional elements with other steroid hormone receptors. Higher
levels of PR mRNA and proteins are expressed in myomas compared
to normal myometrium [128-131], however, PR-B mRNA is often
expressed in the surface cells of fibroids, suggesting fibroid growth has
an active progestacional-proliferation phenotype [132].
Both receptors affect cell function by altering gene expression
through one of two predominant pathways: modulation of nuclear
transcription and activation of rapid signaling. In the former, direct
genomic route, PRs act as ligand-activated transcription factors
that directly interact with specific DNA promoter and transcription
regulators to modulate gene expression. In the latter, indirect
extranuclear route, PR interacts with cytoplasmic Src tyrosine kinases
to activate MAPKs, which then intervene in gene expression [133].
In response to progesterone, PR-B is a strong transactivator,
whereas PR-A is less active and often inhibits PR-B, especially when
its levels exceed those of PR-B and thus, the PR-A:PR-B ratio is more
than 1 [134,135]. These two receptors have opposing transcriptional
activity and as such, net progesterone responsiveness is inversely related
to the PR-A:PR-B ratio. Hence, this mechanism allows progesterone
response to be controlled by modulating the expression levels of their
isoforms on target cells [136]. Expression of PGR (encoding PR-A and
PR-B) in uterine cells is stimulated by estrogen via the ER-a pathway
and consequently, progesterone response is dependent on the presence
of estrogens. However, ER expression on uterine cells is inhibited by
the PR pathway. This functional feedback between the estrogen and
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progesterone hormone systems is crucial for normal uterine function
and to compensate for the opposing effects of the P/PR and E/ER
systems [136].

Role of Progesterone in the Growth and Maintenance of
Uterine Fibroids In Vitro
In their in vitro xenograft study, Ishikawa and colleagues found
that the volume of myomas treated with estradiol and progesterone
(E2+P4) was significantly higher than those treated with estradiol
(E2), but that this effect was completely blocked by co-administering
the PR antagonist, RU486. They therefore concluded that P4 induces
fibroid growth through the PR pathway. In addition, only the E2+P4
combination produced significant differences in tumor size (even when
treated at supraphysiological E2 doses) and the Ki67 index was also
significantly higher in this group, confirming that both E2 and P4 are
required to stimulate myomatous growth via myoma cell proliferation
in vitro. However, cell density was also significantly lower in this
group, thus suggesting that an increase in ECM volume or cell size also
contributes to tumor enlargement. E2 receptors were expressed in all
the treatment combination groups, whereas PRs were expressed only in
E2-dependent xenografts. Moreover, PR expression was higher in the
E2+P4 ± RU486 groups, indicating that E2 is essential for P4 function
in myoma cells in vivo. When E2 and/or P4 were withdrawn, both
xenograft volume and Ki67 expression significantly reduced; apoptosis
did not increase, rather, cell size significantly reduced and cell density
increased, thus representing a potential mechanism for fibroid size
reduction in these tumors. Therefore, these studies show that estrogens
and progesterone increase the growth of myomas by increasing the
number of cells and the volume of ECM. It appears that the peak of
increase in cell proliferation occurs at the beginning of fibroid growth,
whereas the increase in ECM appears constant [115].

Current Medical Treatments
Approximately 30% of women with fibroids require treatment
for their symptoms, which can include heavy menstrual bleeding
and abdominal pain [137]. Several drugs aimed at alleviating fibroidderived symptoms or with curative intention are currently under
investigation. Here we review the state of the art for two of the most
relevant treatments in this field: GnRHas and ulipristal acetate (UA) as
well as the pathways involved in their action, relating this information
to the previously described fibroid physiopathology to gain insight into
their function and outlooks for their possible future use.

Gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonists
Repeated or continuous (non-pulsatile) GnRHa administration,
finishing with supra-physiological doses, inhibits the pituitary-gonadal
axis [138] which restores hemoglobin levels and decreases fibroid size
[97,139] in direct proportion to the percentage of cells with estrogen
receptors [140]. GnRHa treatment also decreases arterial size and
blood flow variables and causes fibroid hyalinization [141]. However,
this treatment has the negative effect of inducing hypoestrogenism and
temporary menopause with amenorrhea and so cannot be used longterm; after GnRHa discontinuation leiomyomas again increase in size
[138,142]. A recent study suggests that adjuvant therapy (tibolone,
raloxifene, estriol and ipriflavone) may help reduce bone loss and
that medroxyprogesterone acetate (MPA) and tibolone may attenuate
vasomotor symptoms [143].
The use of these drugs prior to surgery remains controversial,
but may be beneficial, especially so in submucosal myomas, because
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they can resolve anemia, decrease fibroid size and reduce endometrial
thickness and vascularization, consequently, improving the visual
field for hysteroscopy and reducing fluid absorption during surgery
[97,137,139].
However, a recent meta-analysis analyzing GnRHa use prior to
myomectomy by hysteroscopy, Kamath et al. [144] concluded that
the evidence presently available is insufficient to recommend its use
and those further clinical trials are still necessary. Another study that
compared the potential benefits of administering the aforementioned
preparative treatments prior to myomectomy by hysteroscopy, Bizzarri
et al. [145] concluded that triptorelin, letrozole and UA all reduced
myoma volume, but that UA did so the least efficiently. Nonetheless,
myoma resection was complete in all the groups that received
preoperative treatment and the perceived surgical difficulty was lower
for the letrozole and triptorelin groups (less time was spent in surgery
and the infused fluid volume was lower).

Selective progesterone receptor modulators
As the role of progesterone in the origin and growth of fibroids
is becoming more established, the search for medical therapies to
eliminate fibroids based on this pathway is intensifying. Hence, the
antiprogestin UA, belonging to the selective PR modulator (SPRM)
family, is now the drug most commonly studied in clinical settings for
this disease. Clinical trials have demonstrated that modulation of PRs
with drugs such as mifepristone and UA decrease the size of fibroids
and alleviate the clinical symptoms they cause [146,147]. In comparison
with GnRHas, UA produces longer-term volume reductions after
treatment discontinuation, although agonists generally achieve greater
overall volume reductions [16].
The mechanisms of action of these drugs are still being investigated.
Although the expression of the tumor suppressor gene Krüppel-like
transcription factor 11 (KLF11) is significantly lower in myomas than in
the adjacent myometrium and so its dysregulation may be a key factor
in fibroid pathophysiology. In cell cultures SPRM treatment decreases
cell proliferation by reducing the expression of GFs and their receptors,
including IGF1, EGF, TGFB3, VEGFA and VEGFB. These treatments
also induce cell apoptosis by activating several cell death pathways.
Similarly, asoprisnil also decreases PCNA expression while increasing
the percentage of terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated
2’-deoxyuridine 5’-triphosphate (dUTP) nick end labeling (TUNEL)
positive cells, decreases anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 protein expression and
increases the presence of active caspase-3. All of these effects are related
to induction of apoptotic signals and inhibition of proliferative signaling
pathways and occur in fibroids but not in the myometrium [148].
Several pharmacokinetic studies have demonstrated that UA is safe in
multiple doses [137,149,150] and large clinical trials have shown promising
results for this drug in terms of efficacy and safety [149,150]. A 3-month
cycle of UA was able to control uterine bleeding and correct anemia in
more than 90% of patients within a mean time of 5-7 days (as compared
to 21 days for GnRHa) and this effect was sustained for up to 6 months
in women who did not undergo surgery this initial 3-month treatment.
In contrast, the fibroids returned to their pre-treatment dimensions within
6 months of treatment discontinuation in women treated with GnRHas
[137,149,150]. Interestingly, PR modulator associated endometrial changes
(PAECs) — a benign effect that disappears within 2 months of ending the
treatment — appeared in almost 70% of women taking UA.

Mechanisms of ulipristal acetate action
Progesterone has a dual effect on the growth of fibroids: on the
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one hand it promotes their growth by stimulating EGF and Bcl-2 and
decreasing the TNF-a expression, but on the other, it inhibits their
growth by decreasing IGF1 expression [128,131]. One study examined
how UA could cause this decrease in fibroid size by comparing UAtreated myomas to untreated controls and uncovered a widely varying
response to treatment because fibroids in the same uterus responded
differently to UA. The median Ki-67 index in UA-treated myomas
tended to be lower than in untreated fibroids, but this difference did not
reach statistical significance [151]. Of note, cyclin-dependent kinase 2
was also involved in cell growth inhibition in UA-treated myomas [152].
In cell cultures, UA stimulates caspase-mediated apoptosis. An
increase in dead cells upon UA treatment has also been reported, but
so far it has been impossible to demonstrate this through the caspasemediated TUNEL technique [151]. Only a few TUNEL positive cells
were detected in myomas treated long-term with UA, thus reinforcing
the hypothesis that UA brings about a limited period of apoptosismediated cell death by cell selection, independently of caspase action.
The former case would result in selection of cells which are more
susceptible to death, meaning that the surviving cells may be UA
resistant, thus, justifying the lower percentage of TUNEL-positive cells
observed. Together, this evidence indicates that cell death does occur
during UA treatment and that this may contribute to the fibroid volume
reduction seen during the first weeks of UA treatment [151].
The same authors also showed an overall reduction in the ECM
volume fraction in fibroids after prolonged UA treatment compared to
untreated fibroids. This is consistent with the increase in cell density
observed when the ECM was less abundant and the fact that collagen
content tends to decrease in myomas treated long-term with UA. These
results suggest that resorption of myoma ECM requires repeated and
long-term UA administration [151]. In cell cultures, UA stimulates
expression of matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP-2), which is directly
regulated by progesterone; its expression increases in UA-treated
fibroids in a time-dependent manner, suggesting that UA somehow
regulates MMP2 expression [151]. This also identifies MMP-2 as an
important mediator in the ECM reabsorption required reducing the
volume of fibroids.
Hence, Courtoy and colleagues showed that the UA-mediated
volume reduction is due to a series of multifactorial and successive
events that lead to a low proliferation rate, a transient stimulation of
cell death that is not dependent on caspase 3 and a dramatic reduction
in the ECM (especially notable after long-term treatment), which could
be partially explained by the increased MMP2 expression they detected
[151].

Conclusion
Despite the high prevalence and the enormous impact the uterine
fibroids has on the healthcare system and the economy, there is no
effective medical treatment available to eliminate fibroids. This is due in
part to the fact that very little is known about their pathophysiology; in
order to look for and potentially find treatments capable of eliminating
fibroids; we must gain a deep understanding of the mechanisms behind
their initiation, stimulation and growth.
Myomas comprise areas of disordered smooth muscle fascicles
characterized by an excess of acellular extracellular matrix (ECM) with
a dysregulated phenotype. Although the initial event is believed to be
smooth muscle cell proliferation, it is thought that a complex signalling
system is also necessary. Non-hormonal factors may be responsible
for initiating the development of uterine fibroids, although hormonal
stimulation is an essential factor for their growth.
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Recent studies have confirmed that the different cell types
contained in fibroids are all clonally derived from a parental cell with
implied multipotent stem cell properties. 40-50% of fibroids contain
chromosomal, karyotypic and cytogenetic abnormalities that are not
random or tumor specific. The genes most frequently involved in the
genesis of fibroids are (MED12) and high mobility group AT-hook 2
(HMGA2).
Ethnicity also strongly influences the development and clinical
severity of fibroids. Several studies have shown a significant inverse
relationship between serum vitamin D levels and fibroid severity in
African-American women.
Many Growth factors and their respective receptors have
been implicated in fibroid growth. Myomas are characterized by
abnormalities in ECM components and can serve as a reservoir for
mediators produced by these altered cells (fibroid growth can be
partially mediated via autocrine and paracrine mechanisms).
The available evidence continues to reinforce the importance of
progesterone in the development of fibroids (suggesting that estrogens
are required, but not sufficient, to stimulate fibroid proliferation).
In comparison with GnRHas, UA produces longer-term volume
reductions after treatment discontinuation, although agonists generally
achieve greater overall volume reductions. The Ulipristal Acetate
mediated volume reduction is due to a series of multifactorial and
successive events that lead to a low proliferation rate, a transient
stimulation of cell death that is not dependent on caspase 3 and a
dramatic reduction in the ECM (especially notable after long-term
treatment), which could be partially explained by the increased MMP2
expression.
Approximately 30% of women with fibroids require treatment for
their symptoms. Several drugs aimed at alleviating fibroid-derived
symptoms or with curative intention are currently under investigation.
Here we have reviewed the state of the art for the most relevant
treatments in this field, as well as the pathways involved in their
action, relating this information to the previously described fibroid
physiopathology, with the aim of better understanding their origin, to
gain insight into their function and outlooks for their possible future
use and in order to highlight ways that potential future therapies may
be able to target the disease.
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